Reviews can consider books, articles, entire genres or fields of literature, architecture, art, fashion, restaurants, policies, exhibitions, performances, and many other forms. This handout will focus on book reviews. For a similar assignment, see our handout on literature reviews. Above all, a review makes an argument.

Consider the following brief book review written for a history course on medieval Europe by a student who is fascinated with beer:

Judith Bennett’s Ale, Beer, and Brewsters in England: Women’s Work in a Changing World, 1300-1600, investigates how women used to brew and sell the majority of ale drunk in England.

Exhibition and Exhibition Catalogue Reviews.

Newsletter Archive.

Book Reviews.


The Ghent Altarpiece: Research and Conservation of the Exterior. A frustrated attempt to describe an iceberg opens Into the White, Christopher P. Heuer’s fascinating book on the Arctic as seen and imagined during the European Renaissance. In a pamphlet produced [...] Read More.

Book reviews of fiction, novels, and nonfiction books. The US Review of Books is a leading book review publication and website, including example book reviews. subscribers to our free monthly newsletter of fiction book reviews and nonfiction book reviews. Learn why our publication is different than most others, or read author and publisher testimonials about the USR.

Recent Reviews.

Writing an art exhibition review is a creative experience that helps you express your ideas about an artist’s work. Your review will provide a description and critical analysis of an art exhibit. This helps visitors know what to expect from the exhibit and gives feedback to the artist. To write an effective art exhibition review, visit the exhibit, take detailed notes, and talk to the artist, a docent, or a curator, if possible. Then, discuss your observations and opinions in your review and revise your work before finalizing it.

Steps.

Part 1 of 3: Viewing the Exhibit.

A book review is a summary of a book that you have read. You should review all aspects of the story. A book review is therefore written after you read the book (you may always order review at writing service without reading a book) because without reading the book it is difficult to figure out what it is all about and the review will, therefore, not make sense. A wide reader will have an easy time in book review writing.

This article highlights the guidelines for review writing.

Content of this article.

The following are the guidelines to writing. First, know some information about the author, like some of his other books and some basic knowledge as it opens up your mind on what to expect as you begin reading. Read the chosen book when very alert. As you read, make sure that you take down notes.